Get ready for an adventure!
The Irix 11mm f/4 Blackstone is now 14% off!
Irix 11mm f/4 Blackstone is a premium lens that will face any adventure no matter
the scale. A unique angle of view guarantees incredible shots thanks to this ultra wide
lens! To meet the expectations of vacation photography, we have prepared a special offer
for a product that will be perfect for your trips, vacations, or, if you plan to stay at home - it
will give you a completely new look to the world surrounding you every day.
A unique lens ready for any summer adventure!
The reinforced, full metal construction (with markings), have been precisely
machine-engraved and filled with UV-reactive paint, allowing for easy focusing in dark
environments. Optics of the highest quality, combined with the 11mm focal length, allow
you to shoot wider than ever and show the full scope of your vacation - with this wide-angle
Irix lens, memories from every adventure will be magical. Included with the lens is a hard
case that allows you to safely transport it in any situation. It doesn't matter which
destination or what you use it for - Irix lenses can handle any challenge. Round rubber ORings seal and protect the entire structure from moisture, dust, and sand. The lens has an
internal focusing mechanism, thanks to which it maintains the same dimensions during
focusing. Blackstone: durable, solid, sealed, and reliable – and ready to work in any
conditions. With Irix 11mm Blackstone, the streets are no longer narrow, and mountains
are no longer too high (to fit in your composition). This is the best way to bring a breath of
fresh air to your travel photos – the angle of view is wide enough to include the entire area,
room, or space you’re shooting, enabling you to capture vacation memories like never
before.

Whether you’re a professional photographer, or taking your first steps and just
starting your photography adventure. The Irix 11mm f/4 Blackstone is your new passport to
the world of amazing photography. Get ready for an incredible adventure and visit the Irix
Store now: https://storeeu.irixlens.com/en or, visit our official Irix dealers: https://irixlens.com/
dealers-list/ and get the Irix 11mm f/4 Blackstone with a 14% discount (limited time only)!
The Irix 11mm f/4 is available in Nikon F, Canon EF, and Pentax K mounts.
Offer valid from 15.07.2020 to 31.07.2020

